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Enhanced Strategic
Model Portfolio - Moderate

INVESTMENT STRATEGY & APPROACH 
The Enhanced Strategic Moderate Model is a diversified portfolio with an actively managed asset allocation process that uses ETFs to
gain the desired asset class exposures across Australian equities, international equities (hedged & unhedged), fixed income and cash.
Over the long term, the portfolio aims to have a 70% allocation to defensive assets and a 30% allocation to growth assets.

MODEL PERFORMANCE (AS OF 28 FEBRUARY 2023)

Source: BlackRock, as of 28 February 2023. The model portfolio has an inception date of 30 January 2015. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The model
performance shown is hypothetical and for illustrative purposes only. The performance may not represent the performance of an actual account or investment product and is not the result of any
actual trading. Performance is estimated and net of underlying fund fees, but gross of platform fees and does not include brokerage and commissions that may be incurred in the trading of financial
products within the model portfolio. Actual investment outcomes may vary.

* Contributors and detractors to active performance relative to the  portfolio’s strategic asset allocation  benchmark.
Any opinions, forecasts represent an assessment of the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. This 
information should not be relied upon by the reader as research, investment advice or a recommendation.

FEE CUTS TO MODEL PORTFOLIOS
Recent fee cuts on two of the Enhanced Strategic Portfolios’ core ETF holdings – Australian equities (IOZ) and
Australian bonds (IAF) have resulted in a lower indirect cost ratio (ICR) for the portfolios. The total ICR now ranges from
0.18% to 0.22% across the risk profiles, down from 0.21% to 0.25% previously, allowing investors to keep more of
their returns.

MARKET HIGHLIGHTS
Market rally stalled in February: Following a strong start to the year, financial markets experienced more volatility in February as
strong economic data drove a repricing higher in interest rates. The MSCI ACWI Index (hedged) declined by -2.8% in February, while the
unhedged index finished the month up +1.5% as currency moves offset the decline in international share prices. Meanwhile, fixed
income markets recorded losses and closed the month down -1.8%.
Regional divergences at play: European equities gained in February on the back of an easing energy crisis, while US and Chinese
equities declined amidst ongoing uncertainty pertaining to the economic and policy outlook. Locally, Australian equities declined by
-2.5% in February, as lingering fears of more interest rate hikes weighed on sentiment.
Fixed income markets recorded losses: The increase in global yields amidst a re-assessment in policy expectations saw global bond
prices fall in February. The Global Aggregate Bond index declined -1.8% over the month, and the Australian Composite Bond index
declined by -1.3%.

1M 3M YTD 1 YR
3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS Since 

inception
(p.a.) (p.a.) (p.a.) (p.a.)

Moderate -1.10% 0.22% 1.48% -2.43% 0.67% 2.79% 3.90% 3.36%

Value added from Tactical Asset 
Allocation (TAA) (%) -0.23% -0.17% -0.13% 0.57% 0.59% 0.10% 0.26% 0.13%

PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY (AS OF 28 FEBRUARY 2023)
Total returns declined in February: Following the market rebound in January, the Moderate Model declined -1.1% over the month as
expectations for tighter policy weighed on virtually all asset classes. The portfolio’s tactical asset allocation (TAA) detracted -0.2%
from total returns in February, as the portfolio’s preference for Australian and Chinese equities weighed, after these allocations added
value in previous months. Cross-sectional positioning in fixed income assets was positive and added slightly to active returns.

Contributors*
Reduced exposure to Australian bonds

Reduced exposure to EM Debt 

Detractors*
Preference for Australian equities

Preference for Chinese equities
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https://www.blackrock.com/au/intermediaries/ishares/core-series#Equities


Any opinions, forecasts represent an assessment of the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. This 
information should not be relied upon by the reader as research, investment advice or a recommendation.

ASSET ALLOCATION

Source: BlackRock, as of the latest out-of-cycle rebalance on 14th March 2023. 

Portfolio Constituents & Weights – As of latest rebalance Moderate
Indirect Cost Ratio (% p.a.) 0.18%
Equity 31.00%
International Equity 16.50%
IVV iShares S&P 500 ETF 3.00%
IHVV iShares S&P 500 (AUD Hedged) ETF 2.00%
IVE iShares MSCI EAFE ETF 0.00%
IEU iShares Europe ETF 4.50%
IJP iShares MSCI Japan ETF 0.00%
WVOL iShares Edge MSCI World Minimum Volatility ETF 4.00%
IEM iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF 0.00%
IZZ iShares China Large-Cap ETF 3.00%
Australian Equity 14.50%
IOZ iShares Core S&P/ASX 200 ETF 14.50%
Fixed Income 55.50%
International Fixed Income 15.00%
AESG iShares Global Aggregate Bond ESG (AUD Hedged) ETF 3.00%
IHCB iShares Core Global Corporate Bond (AUD Hedged) ETF 7.50%
IHHY iShares Global High Yield Bond (AUD Hedged) ETF 3.50%
IHEB iShares J.P. Morgan USD Emerging Markets Bond (AUD Hedged) ETF 1.00%
Australian Fixed Income 40.50%
IAF iShares Core Composite Bond ETF 29.50%
IGB iShares Treasury ETF 5.50%
ILB iShares Government Inflation ETF 5.50%
Cash 13.50%
ISEC iShares Enhanced Cash ETF 11.00%
BAUBIL AusBond Bank Bill Index 2.50%

PORTFOLIO CHANGES (AS OF LATEST REBALANCE) Increase Decrease Maintain

Out-of-Cycle Rebalance: The fast evolving market landscape reinforces the need for portfolios to be nimble in adapting to potential
risks and opportunities, leading us to conduct an out-of-cycle rebalance on the 14th March 2023. This follows the recent scheduled
quarterly rebalance conducted on the 16th February 2023. For more information on the changes, please refer to the trade notice.

Notes: Change refers to the allocation changes between the 14th March 2023 and 16th February 2023 rebalance. 

Asset Class Change Rationale 

Growth vs. Defensive

Reducing active risk & pulling the growth/defensive split closer to neutral: Following a strong start to the
year, risk assets are experiencing renewed volatility as strong economic data revived fears of further policy
tightening. The wide range of plausible outcomes in the near-term have created unusually high
unpredictability and warrant a more cautious (though not yet bearish) approach to portfolio risk.

Cash 
Increasing cash to improve portfolio resiliency: Conflicting economic data points, continued elevated
inflation and policy uncertainty clouds the outlook in the near-term. Against this backdrop, we see cash as
an interim safe-haven asset while we await more clarity on the inflection points for markets.

IOZ – iShares Core S&P/ASX 200 ETF
What is it?
Low-cost exposure to the leading index of broad large-cap
Australian equities.

Why do we hold IOZ in the portfolios?
Forms the core domestic exposure of a well-diversified portfolio.
Recent fee cuts on IOZ from 0.09% to 0.05% make it even more
cost-effective for investors to build their desired core portfolio.

Positioning & Performance
Progress in China’s economic re-opening is expected to have
positive spillover effects on Australia’s market, leading us to
maintain a preference for Australian equities.

Portfolio spotlights

Source: BlackRock.
Notes: Portfolio spotlights may  vary depending on the relevance and topics of interest during the period. It may not necessarily be based off the top performing or largest holdings of the portfolio. 

AESG – iShares Global Aggregate Bond ESG ETF
What is it?
Simple, low-cost exposure to government, corporate, securitized
and green bonds across global markets and sectors.

Why do we hold AESG in the portfolios?
To further diversify and expand the breadth of the portfolio’s
fixed income holdings via exposure to high-quality global fixed
income securities and green bonds.

Positioning & Performance
In February 2023, the portfolio increased the exposure to AESG,
driven by attractive capital market assumptions and the
opportunity for further diversification benefits.
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https://www.blackrock.com/au/intermediaries/literature/performance-report/blackrock-esmp-feb-2023-monthly-performance-moderate-en-au.pdf


IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Issued by BlackRock Investment Management (Australia) Limited ABN 13 006 165 975, AFSL 230 523 (BIMAL).

This material provides general information only and does not take into account your individual objectives, financial situation, needs or
circumstances. Before making any investment decision, you should assess whether the material is appropriate for you and obtain financial
advice tailored to you having regard to your individual objectives, financial situation, needs and circumstances. Refer to BIMAL’s Financial
Services Guide on its website for more information. This material is not a financial product recommendation or an offer or solicitation with
respect to the purchase or sale of any financial product in any jurisdiction.

Information provided is for illustrative and informational purposes and is subject to change. It has not been approved by any regulator.

This material is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use
would be contrary to local law or regulation. BIMAL is a part of the global BlackRock Group which comprises of financial product issuers and
investment managers around the world. BIMAL is the issuer of financial products and acts as an investment manager in Australia.

BIMAL is the responsible entity and issuer of units in the Australian domiciled managed investment schemes referred to in this material,
including the Australian domiciled iShares ETFs. Any potential investor should consider the latest product disclosure statement (PDS) before
deciding whether to acquire, or continue to hold, an investment in any BlackRock fund. BlackRock has also issued a target market
determination (TMD) that describes the class of consumers that comprises the target market for each BlackRock fund and matters relevant to
their distribution and review. The PDS and the TMD can be obtained by contacting the BIMAL Client Services Centre on 1300 366 100. In
some instances the PDS and the TMD are also available on the BIMAL website at www.blackrock.com/au. An iShares ETF is not sponsored,
endorsed, issued, sold or promoted by the provider of the index which a particular iShares ETF seeks to track. No index provider makes any
representation regarding the advisability of investing in the iShares ETFs. Further information on the index providers can be found in the
BIMAL website terms and conditions at www.blackrock.com/au.

BIMAL, its officers, employees and agents believe that the information in this material and the sources on which it is based (which may be
sourced from third parties) are correct as at the date of publication. While every care has been taken in the preparation of this material, no
warranty of accuracy or reliability is given and no responsibility for the information is accepted by BIMAL, its officers, employees or agents.
Except where contrary to law, BIMAL excludes all liability for this information.

Any investment is subject to investment risk, including delays on the payment of withdrawal proceeds and the loss of income or the principal
invested. While any forecasts, estimates and opinions in this material are made on a reasonable basis, actual future results and operations
may differ materially from the forecasts, estimates and opinions set out in this material. No guarantee as to the repayment of capital or the
performance of any product or rate of return referred to in this material is made by BIMAL or any entity in the BlackRock group of companies.

No part of this material may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without the prior written permission of BIMAL.

©2023 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights reserved. BLACKROCK, BLACKROCK SOLUTIONS, iSHARES and the stylised i logo are registered and
unregistered trademarks of BlackRock, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are those of their
respective owners.

PERFORMANCE DATA

The model performance shown is hypothetical and for illustrative purposes only and does not represent the performance of a specific
investment product. The performance figures represent past performance of the model portfolios. Past performance is not indicative of
future performance. Performance for periods longer than a year have been annualised and represent cumulative (i.e. compounded) returns.
Performance is calculated to the last business day of the month. Performance does not include brokerage fees and commissions that may
be incurred in the trading of securities within each model portfolio. Performance figures include fund management fees and expenses of the
iShares ETFs included within a model portfolio and assume the reinvestment of distributions of any such iShares ETF. Where an iShares
ETF’s performance data is unavailable, the iShares ETF’s benchmark index returns may be used to represent performance of the iShares
ETF. Index performance returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot
invest directly in an index.
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